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Abstract
Introduction Both levetiracetam (LEV) and brivaracetam (BRV) eliminate the electroencephalogram photoparoxysmal 
response (PPR) in the human phase IIa photosensitivity model of epilepsy. The physiochemical properties of BRV differ from 
those of LEV, having higher potency and lipophilicity plus 10- to 15-fold greater affinity for synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A.
Objective We compared the rapidity of the effects of both drugs in the central nervous system (CNS) of patients with pho-
tosensitive epilepsy using time to PPR elimination post-intravenous infusion as a pharmacodynamic endpoint.
Methods Using a randomized, double-blind, two-period, balanced, crossover design, we tested patients with photosensi-
tive epilepsy with equipotent milligram doses of intravenous LEV 1500 mg versus BRV 100 mg post-15-min intravenous 
infusion (part 1) and post-5-min intravenous infusion (part 2, same doses). Eight patients per part were deemed sufficient 
with 80% power to determine a 70% reduction for intravenous BRV:LEV intrapatient time ratio to PPR elimination, with a 
0.05 two-sided significance level. Plasma antiseizure medicine concentrations were measured using liquid chromatography/
mass spectrometry.
Results Nine patients [six women; mean age 27.8 years (range 18–42)] completed the study; seven of these participated in 
both parts 1 and 2. In 31 of 32 instances, patients experienced PPR elimination. In mixed-effects model time analysis, BRV 
eliminated PPRs more quickly than did LEV (median 2 vs. 7.5 min, respectively). However, no statistically significant dif-
ference in BRV:LEV time ratio to PPR elimination was observed for two of our multiple primary outcomes: for the 15-min 
infusion alone (p = 0.22) or the 5-min infusion alone (p = 0.11). However, BRV was faster when we excluded an outlier patient 
in part 1 (p = 0.0016). For our remaining primary outcome, parts 1 and 2 data combined, the median intrapatient BRV:LEV 
time ratio was 0.39 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.16–0.91], i.e., PPR elimination was 61% faster with BRV, p = 0.039. 
PPR was completely eliminated in ≤ 2 min in 11 patients with BRV and in four patients with LEV. No period or carryover 
effects were seen. No serious or severe adverse effects occurred. At PPR elimination (n = 16), median plasma [BRV] was 
250 ng/mL (range 30–4100) and median plasma [LEV] was 28.35 μg/mL (range 1–86.7).
Conclusion Outcome studies directly comparing LEV and BRV are needed to define the clinical utility of the response with 
BRV, which was several minutes faster than that with LEV.
Clinical trials ClinTrials.gov Identifier = NCT03580707; registered 07-09-18
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1 Introduction

The antiseizure medicines (ASMs) levetiracetam (LEV) and 
brivaracetam (BRV) are both approved by the US FDA for 
seizure treatment. BRV differs from LEV, both chemically 
and pharmacologically, with a ten-times greater affinity to 
the synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A (SV2A)-binding site 
than LEV  (pKi = 7.1 and 6.1, respectively) [1, 2], ≥ 10- to 
15-fold greater potency [3, 4], higher lipophilicity [4], and 
more potent protection than LEV against certain seizure 
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Key Points 

We compared the rapidity of central nervous system 
(CNS) effect for two related antiseizure medicines, 
brivaracetam (BRV) and levetiracetam (LEV), in patients 
with epilepsy with photosensitivity using the time to 
elimination of photoparoxysmal electroencephalogram 
response (PPR) post intravenous infusion as a phar-
macodynamic endpoint. We employed a randomized, 
double-blind, two-period, balanced crossover design 
with equipotent doses of intravenous LEV 1500 mg and 
BRV 100 mg post-15-min and post-5-min intravenous 
infusions.

The median time to PPR elimination was 2 min for BRV 
versus 7.5 min for LEV for the 15-min and 5-min infu-
sion rates and for both infusion rates combined. Statis-
tical significance was not detected for the BRV:LEV 
time ratio to PPR elimination for two of the multiple 
primary outcomes (15-min and 5-min infusions ana-
lyzed separately). However, statistical significance was 
observed for another primary outcome, combined infu-
sion data: the BRV:LEV time ratio was 0.39, indicating 
the CNS effect of BRV was 61% faster than that of LEV 
(p = 0.039). PPR was completely eliminated in ≤ 2 min in 
11 patients with BRV versus four patients with LEV.

Our results confirm that BRV is pharmacologically 
distinguished from LEV. Studies are needed to further 
explore the clinical therapeutic significance of the appar-
ent 5.5 min faster CNS penetrance with BRV.

the efficacy of single oral doses of potential new ASMs in 
epilepsy [11–15]. Typically, repeated hourly electroencepha-
logram (EEG) photosensitivity measures (baseline placebo 
day, then ASM day, within-patient, separate occasions) have 
been used. Both oral LEV [9] and BRV [10] suppressed the 
EEG PPR at 60 min in this model. However, for treatment 
of seizure emergencies or acute repetitive seizures, time to 
effect lies in the order of minutes after intravenous infusion 
of any ASM. Therefore, to assess differences in the time to 
effect of intravenous neuroactive ASMs, the model’s pro-
cedure needed to be repeated every few minutes, not over 
hours as per the conventional model. We adapted the model 
to compare these two intravenous ASMs in the same patient 
with time efficiency in three ways: (1) only studying the 
ASM-produced change in each volunteer patients’ EEG 
upper limit/threshold [16]; (2) limiting three eye conditions 
to the patient’s “best one,” based on each patient’s screening 
photosensitivity data; (3) eliminating some high Hz meas-
urements, using each patient’s screening data.

With these adaptations to the conventional model, we 
devised a prospectively controlled, randomized, crossover, 
single-center study using serial measurements of the IPS-
evoked EEG PPR as a pharmacodynamic efficacy endpoint 
over 2 h. Our hypothesis was that intravenous BRV would 
have faster peak EEG action and onset than intravenous 
LEV. Our primary objective was to determine the compara-
tive (BRV to LEV ratio) time to PPR elimination or peak 
effect for equipotent doses of LEV (1500 mg) and BRV 
(100 mg) administered by intravenous infusion via multiple 
primary outcomes in patients with photosensitive epilepsy: 
(1) over 15 min (part 1), (2) then separately over 5 min (part 
2), and (3) for combined time ratio data for parts 1 and 2. 
Our secondary objective was to determine any differential 
effect in onset of effect (time to diminution in each patient’s 
photosensitive response). An exploratory objective was to 
examine the number of patients who had a faster time to 
peak effect for BRV over LEV (if one existed) using descrip-
tive metrics only.

2  Methods

2.1  Protocol

We conducted a prospective, computer-randomized, double-
blind, two-period crossover study at a single site in patients 
with identified photosensitive epilepsy. Our protocol (see 
Fig. 1 in the electronic supplementary material [ESM]) had 
two parts. Part 1 involved a single intravenous infusion of 
LEV 1500 mg or an equipotent milligram dose of intrave-
nous BRV 100 mg administered over 15 min (eight patients, 
crossed over to the other treatment arm no earlier than 
1 week later). In part 2, the same single fixed milligram dose 

types [5]. BRV may also act at different binding sites 
[5]. BRV penetrated the central nervous system (CNS) in 
audiogenic mice more quickly than did LEV [6], permitting 
faster BRV protection against clonic convulsions [6]. Posi-
tron emission tomography (PET) data in rhesus monkeys 
[6] and humans [7] showed greater and more rapid uptake 
(brain receptor occupancy) for BRV than LEV over time 
[6]. A post-hoc retrospective analysis [8] of separate LEV 
[9] and BRV [10] responses in studies of intermittent photic 
stimulation (IPS) in patients with photosensitive epilepsy 
suggested that BRV had a potentially earlier, greater phar-
macodynamic photoparoxysmal response (PPR)-suppressive 
effect than LEV. These properties and cumulative data for 
BRV suggest that BRV may have clinical advantages over 
LEV, prompting our interest in conducting a direct head-
to-head LEV versus BRV comparison study in patients to 
determine whether faster brain penetration could be achieved 
with BRV.

The human phase IIa photosensitivity model of epilepsy 
with IPS has been successfully used for years to identify 
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of LEV and BRV as in part 1 was given on separate occa-
sions, randomly, via intravenous infusion over 5 min.1 The 
same patients participating in part 1 were allowed to enter 
part 2, but each patient had to wait a minimum of 2 weeks 
after their last drug infusion (i.e., > 14 days after part 1, visit 
3 [second ASM infusion] before entering part 2, visit 2 [first 
ASM infusion]). Each part had two treatment periods, as 
per the balanced crossover design, with four patients rand-
omized either to BRV first then to LEV or to LEV first then 
to BRV. For both parts, visits 2 and 3 were separated by a 
mandatory 14 days to allow for an adequate ASM-washout 
period. Table 1 in the ESM outlines the schedule/flowchart 
for all procedures/events required for patients in our study 
protocol.

2.2  Patient Screening and Accrual

All recruited patients were studied in a single center (Com-
prehensive Epilepsy Care Center for Children and Adults, 
St. Louis, MO, USA). In total, 15 patients with genetic (idi-
opathic) generalized epilepsy plus PPR on previous EEGs 
were screened. Eight patient volunteers (five women; age 
18–38 years; otherwise healthy per physical/neurological 
examination; normal laboratory results) were included. 
Their blinding codes were AAA, BBB, CCC, GGG, HHH, 
KKK, NNN, and OOO (in part 1). The ninth patient, PPP 
(female, age 42 years) replaced patient OOO in part 2. Thus, 
nine patients (six women, three men) participated/finalized 
all procedures (Table 2 in the ESM provides full clinical 
information). Patients completing part 1 had to meet all the 
same study inclusion criteria at re-screening to participate 
in part 2. Post-institutional review board (IRB) approval, 
we started recruitment for our study on 1 June 2018; the last 
patient visit in part 2 finished on 13 December 2018.

2.3  Intermittent Photic Stimulation (IPS) 
and Electroencephalogram (EEG) Data 
Acquisition

Our IPS procedure followed standardized recommendations 
[17] for eliciting/identifying PPRs via scalp EEG. We used 
a Grass PS-33-Plus Photic-Stimulator for IPS, performed 
every 5 s (less often when a generalized PPR occurred) dur-
ing eye closure, with eyes closed, and with eyes open. The 
most effective baseline eye condition was selected for use 
during the two ASM administration trial days (see Table 2 in 
the ESM for detailed IPS procedures and pertinent baseline 
EEG/IPS conditions). Patient EEG data obtained (by WER, 
who was blinded) was reviewed by the blinded central reader 

for EEG (DKNT) post-data collection. If differences in EEG 
interpretations between WER and DKNT occurred, consen-
sus was reached by re-reading the EEG and video files at the 
site while maintaining the blind.

2.4  Levetiracetam (LEV)/Brivaracetam 
(BRV) Intravenous Injection Preparation 
and Administration: Blood Sampling for [LEV] 
and [BRV] Analyses

Intravenous LEV via infusion is only FDA approved for 
infusion at a rate no faster than 15 min (per manufacturer’s 
package insert [42]). We evaluated the rapidity of EEG effect 
from equipotent, fixed doses of LEV 1500 mg compared 
with BRV 100 mg given intravenously over 15 min (study 
part 1), and on a separate occasion, as a 5-min infusion 
(part 2). We are aware that some clinicians are prepared 
to administer LEV as a 5-min intravenous infusion based 
upon perceived patient need for acute treatment of repetitive 
seizures plus published literature detailing clinicians’ favora-
ble experiences (not being associated with hypotension or 
arrhythmias) with this administration [18], even in critically 
ill patients [19–22]. (Since the completion of our protocol, 
three other sentinel works have been published in patients 
with status epilepticus [SE] using LEV infusion safely over 
5 min [23, 24] or 10 min [25]). BRV was also infused over 
5 min to match the LEV time of administration and to allow 
for study blinding with direct comparison of results. We filed 
an Investigational New Drug (IND) application notifying the 
FDA of our intent to use a 5-min intravenous LEV infusion. 
Although BRV infusion is FDA approved for intravenous 
bolus over as little as 2 min, published information for LEV 
administered at this rate is lacking, so we did not study this 
option.

To simplify the intravenous preparation on test admin-
istration visit days, we intentionally chose to administer 
equipotent fixed milligram LEV and BRV doses rather than 
weight-based milligram dosing to patients. We surmised that 
we could compare LEV and BRV plasma concentrations 
at various times concurrent with EEG effects, as if mg/kg 
doses were given, via dose normalization to 70 kg in post-
hoc analysis, since the pharmacokinetics for both LEV [18] 
and BRV [26] are linear.

All staff were blinded to LEV/BRV randomization, except 
for RCR and the unblinded physician (SML) who prepared 
the assigned ASM injections (SML maintained the blind-
ing sequence using sealed envelopes marked “SML access 
only” and kept in a locked safe). Commercial LEV/BRV was 
admixed with 0.9% normal saline per package insert. In part 
1, the intravenous LEV or BRV dosage was delivered by 
zero-order infusion pump (Baxter-6201) over 15 min (rate 
460 mL/h), enabling 115 mL fluid over 15 min. Then, 0.9% 
intravenous sodium chloride or normal saline 10 mL was 

1 Part 2 had two options. Readers are referred to the ESM, 
“Expanded descriptions of select items from manuscript text” for 
more details on the only patient, AAA, to qualify for a different 
option.
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injected into the tubing to flush out any ASM left in the 
tubing line. In part 2, 115 mL ASM-containing fluid was 
given over 5 min (rate 1380 mL/h), followed by saline. One 
patient (AAA) in part 2, option 2, received a lower dosage 
of LEV and BRV, on separate occasions over 15 min (see 
the ‘Expanded Descriptions of Select Items from Manuscript 
Text’ in the ESM for more detailed information).

Prior to starting IPS, 18-gauge indwelling catheters were 
placed into an antecubital vein (one in each arm). One cath-
eter was used to administer intravenous LEV or BRV; the 
contralateral arm was used for blood sample acquisition. 
Multiple blood samples for LEV and BRV determination 
were obtained concurrent with IPS testing.

Two distinct proprietary liquid chromatography-mass 
spectrometry/mass spectrometry methods were used for 
determining plasma [LEV] and [BRV] concentrations, 
respectively. The lower limit of detection (LloD) for LEV 
was 1.0 μg/mL, with a % coefficient of variation (%CV) of 
10% at LloD; the LloD for BRV was 0.1 μg/mL (100 ng/
mL), with a 3.1% within-day %CV.

2.5  Patient Safety Endpoints

A complete medical history, physical examination, and blood 
laboratory tests were carried out at the start of the study and 
repeated at the final visit day (Table 1 in the ESM). During 
screening and the complete trial, patients were continuously 
monitored by medical personnel; vital signs and physical and 
neurological examinations were performed during confine-
ment periods. All adverse events (AEs), treatment-emergent 
AEs, and serious AEs were noted. The IPS was performed in 
a standardized manner [17] to prevent unnecessary seizure 
provocation [27].

2.6  Sample Size Calculation and Statistical Analysis

Our a priori sample size calculation was based upon deriv-
ing an answer for our first study objective, log (time) to 
PPR elimination (i.e., peak EEG effect), based on a two-
period balanced crossover study. With a sample size in each 
sequence group of four (total sample of eight), we calcu-
lated that a 2 × 2 crossover design would have 80% power to 
detect a difference in log time (to PPR elimination) means 
of − 1.20, assuming that the crossover analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) root mean square error (MSE) is 0.707 (the stand-
ard deviation of differences is 1.00) using a two group t-test 
(crossover ANOVA) with a 0.05 two-sided significance 
level. A difference of − 1.200 in log time (to PPR elimi-
nation) corresponds to an intrapatient ratio of time of exp 
(− 1.2) = 0.3, i.e., a 70% reduction in time. Patients not com-
pleting the crossover for part 1 or part 2 were to be replaced. 
We planned a priori to have multiple (three) outcomes for 
our first objective: to analyze our data separately per part 

as well as for the two parts combined, using a linear mixed 
model on the log time (to PPR elimination). We assumed 
that if no statistical significance was found for parts 1 and 2 
separately, combining data from both parts would be justi-
fied since most physicians do not distinguish between 5- and 
15-min ASM infusions when treating patients clinically for 
acute seizure clusters or acute repetitive seizures. The mixed 
models for parts 1 and 2 contained a term to detect a period 
effect, the sequence variable as a term to detect a carryover 
effect (the sequence variable, BRV first and LEV second, 
or vice versa, i.e., after crossover to the other treatment), 
and the treatment indicator (BRV or LEV) as fixed effects 
and patient ID as random intercept effect. After excluding 
evidence of a period effect and a carryover effect, the model 
was simplified to have only the treatment indicator as fixed 
effect. The mixed model for the simultaneous analysis of 
parts 1 and 2 combined contained the same terms plus a 
term to identify the study part (1 or 2), to account for a 
systemic difference between the two parts, and an interac-
tion term between treatment and study part, to test whether 
the treatment effect was the same in each. The random part 
of the combined analysis contained a random intercept and 
random effect of part, allowing for a difference in variation 
in response between the parts. The statistical significance 
of the difference in log (time) between BRV and LEV was 
determined from the linear mixed models using the t-test 
with the Satterthwaite approximation, as implemented in 
the LmerTest package in R, as this correction method has 
been shown to be not “anticonservative” in small sample 
sizes [28].

The second objective, time to onset of PPR diminution by 
each ASM, was to be analyzed by a paired t-test. We planned 
a descriptive analysis only for the number and percentage of 
patients with a difference in time to peak response between 
LEV and BRV, since any statistical analysis on number or 
percentage of patients would merely default to the same sta-
tistical test executed for examining our first objective.

All pertinent EEG data were logged into a secured data-
base (Microsoft Access), and R version 3.5.0 (R Core Team 
[2018]; https ://www.R-proje ct.org/) was used for statistical 
analysis.

3  Results

3.1  Patient Recruitment, Physical and Clinical 
Characteristics, Concomitant Antiseizure 
Medicines

Patient recruitment started on 1 June 2018 and was com-
pleted by 19 November 2018. Table 2 in the ESM lists the 
pertinent clinical and EEG PPR characteristics for rand-
omized patients, including seizure type, age, and stable 

https://www.R-project.org/
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comorbidities (if present). All study patients met the mini-
mum required 14-day washout time between visits. For part 
1 then 2, respectively, the average number of days between 
visit 2 and 3 ASM administration was 17.4 (range 14–21) 
and 15.9 (range 15–20). The average number of days from 
visit 3 (part 1) to the next ASM administration (visit 2, part 
2) was 112.1 (range 29–167).

Concomitant ASM plasma concentrations [ASM] were 
obtained for ASMs routinely measured at screening and on 
LEV or BRV intravenous administration days, visits 2 and 
3 (Table 3 in the ESM). We retrospectively analyzed plasma 
concomitant [ASM] concentration results (measured in local 
clinical laboratories) to identify large or unexpected varia-
tions in plasma [ASM], i.e., medication adherence (a zero 
plasma [ASM] would indicate nonadherence). No patient 
was deemed nonadherent; [ASM] concentrations were rela-
tively stable over time.

One patient (AAA) had a generalized tonic–clonic (GTC) 
seizure on the morning of visit 2, part 1, before study drug 
administration. The responsible medical investigators (WER, 
SML) determined that the patient had recovered and could 
proceed with the study later that day. The GTC seizure was 
not deemed to be an AE, as the patient had a history of GTC 
seizures.

3.2  General EEG Results

The following observations were made for the 32 rand-
omized patient visits with either BRV or LEV infusions.

1. All patients were responsive to both intravenous BRV 
and LEV, except that patient NNN did not display PPR 
elimination or a robust BRV response within 120 min in 
part 1 but responded swiftly to BRV in part 2 at 1 min).

2. Time to peak EEG effect or PPR elimination was prompt 
in all patients (except 1 in 32 EEG scorings, patient 
NNN). When PPR elimination occurred, it did so com-
pletely for all flash frequencies tested.

3. One patient (AAA) was placed into option 2 (lower 
ASM doses) in part 2 after showing no difference in 
time to PPR elimination for LEV versus BRV in part 1 
(see the ESM for details).

4. It was not possible to statistically attain the onset of 
effect, i.e., time to PPR diminution, because PPR elimi-
nation occurred so promptly in both parts 1 and 2 for 
both BRV and LEV.

5. No statistically significant period sequence or carryover 
effects were observed.

6. Fig. 2 in the ESM depicts an example of a patient’s EEG 
with a PPR present at baseline (panel ‘A’), then PPR 
elimination with BRV at 1 min into infusion (panel ‘B’). 
Sustained PPR elimination continuing at 20 min into the 
15-min infusion is not shown.

3.3  Time to Photoparoxysmal Response (PPR) 
Elimination on EEG (Primary Study Objective)

Table 1 lists the time to PPR elimination, which was remark-
ably quick for BRV in part 1 (median 2 min into the start of 
the 15-min linear BRV intravenous infusion) and quick for 
LEV in part 1 (median 7.5 min). Likewise, the time to PPR 
elimination was remarkably quick for BRV in part 2 (median 
1.5 min into the 5-min linear BRV intravenous infusion) 
and quick for LEV in part 2 (median 7.5 min into the 5-min 
linear LEV intravenous infusion). Overall, we observed 
that BRV eliminated the PPR more quickly than did LEV 
(median 2.0 min for BRV and 7.5 min for LEV, representing 

Table 1  Numerical listing of time to peak EEG effect (i.e., PPR elimination, min) for intravenous levetiracetam and brivaracetam in part 1 (over 
15 min), part 2 (over 5 min), and parts 1 and 2 combined

Part 1, n = 8; part 2, n = 8; parts 1 and 2, n = 16
BRV brivaracetam, EEG electroencephalogram, LEV levetiracetam, PPR photoparoxysmal response
a Patient OOO completed part 1, but patient PPP participated in part 2
b Range when excluding patient NNN

Time (min) to PPR 
elimination

AAA BBB CCC GGG HHH KKK NNN OOO,a, PPP Median (range)

LEV
 Part 1 2 5 30 15 10 10 5 5 7.5 (2–30)
 Part 2 15 60 2 1 1 5 30 10 7.5 (1–60)
 Parts 1 and 2 – – – – – – – – 7.5 (1–60)

BRV
 Part 1 2 2 5 1 1 2  ≥ 120 1 2 (1–120)
 Part 2 1 1 5 10 1 5 1 2 1.5 (1–10)
 Parts 1 and 2 – – – – – – – – 2 (1–120); (1–5b)
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an absolute difference in median time to PPR elimination of 
5.5 min in favor of BRV) (Table 1).

The data in Table 1 are informative and clear, but proper 
comparison of the intrapatient response data in our crosso-
ver study required the use of the BRV:LEV ratio value for 
time (min) to PPR elimination, with statistical comparison 
via the t-test with the Satterthwaite approximation on the 
linear mixed model. Here, a BRV:LEV ratio value of 1.0 
indicated the equivalence of the two ASMs, a value < 1.0 
indicated a faster response for BRV, and a value > 1.0 indi-
cated that LEV was faster. Table 2 lists each BRV:LEV 
time-to-PPR-elimination ratio value for each patient. The 
results for two of our primary outcomes, part 1 and part 2 
examined separately, were not statistically significant. When 
examining part 1 alone, the median intrapatient BRV:LEV 

time-to-PPR-elimination ratio value was 0.44 [95% confi-
dence interval (CI) 0.13–1.49]; p = 0.22. However, with-
out nonresponder patient NNN (for BRV in part 1), the 
median intrapatient BRV:LEV ratio value was 0.25 (95% 
CI 0.14–0.44); p = 0.0016. For part 2 alone, the BRV:LEV 
ratio value was 0.34 (95% CI 0.099–1.18); p = 0.11. Yet, 
a statistically significant intrapatient BRV:LEV ratio value 
was observed for our prespecified third outcome, parts 1 
and 2 data combined, at 0.39 (95% CI 0.16–0.91); p = 0.039 
(note: n = 16 calculated time ratios, representing seven 
patients participating in both parts [including patient NNN 
in part 1] plus one patient each in part 1 [OOO] and part 2 
[PPP]). The test for the interaction of treatment with part 
was not significant (p = 0.79). Figure 1 displays individual 
and median intrapatient BRV:LEV ratio values for time to 

Table 2  EEG summary results for levetiracetam vs. brivaracetam, parts 1 and 2, and parts 1 and 2 combined, reported as intrapatient BRV:LEV 
ratio value for time to peak EEG effect (PPR elimination, in min)a

BRV brivaracetam, CI confidence interval, EEG electroencephalogram, IV intravenous infusion, LEV levetiracetam, PPR photoparoxysmal 
response
a A BRV:LEV intrapatient ratio value = 1.0 means no difference between the two ASMs; < 1.0 indicates a faster time to PPR elimination for BRV, 
and a ratio value > 1.0 denotes a faster LEV response

Treatment randomization sequence Treatment period Intrapatient (BRV:LEV) ratio for 
time to PPR elimination (min)

1 (or visit 2) 2 (or visit 3)

Part 1: 15-min IV Time to PPR elimination (min)
BRV then LEV
 AAA 2 2 1
 BBB 2 5 0.4
 KKK 2 10 0.2
 OOO 1 5 0.2
LEV then BRV
 CCC 30 5 0.167
 GGG 5 1 0.2
 HHH 10 1 0.1
 NNN 5 120 24
Part 1 median BRV:LEV ratio (n = 8) 0.44 (95% CI 0.13–1.49); p = 0.22
Part 1 median without nonresponder patient NNN
(for BRV) (n = 7)

0.25 (95% CI 0.14–0.44); p = 0.0016

Part 2: 5-min IV
BRV then LEV
 AAA 1 15 0.0667
 HHH 1 1 1
 KKK 5 5 1
 NNN 1 30 0.0333
LEV then BRV
 BBB 60 1 0.0167
 CCC 2 5 2.5
 GGG 1 10 10
 PPP 10 2 0.2
Part 2 median BRV:LEV ratio (n = 8) 0.34 (95% CI 0.099–1.18); p = 0.11
Parts 1 and 2 BRV:LEV ratio combined, median (n = 16) calculated time ratios (includes outlier patient 

NNN)
0.39 (95% CI 0.16–0.91); p = 0.039
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PPR elimination. Pharmacodynamic variability was greater 
in the BRV:LEV ratio of time to EEG peak suppression or 
PPR elimination for patients in part 2 compared with part 1, 
as visualized in Fig. 1.

3.4  Onset of Effect for PPR Diminution and Number 
of Patients Exhibiting Faster BRV Response

Our second study objective, time to onset of EEG effect, 
could not be accurately derived here because of the rapidity 

and completeness of ASM peak effect. Both LEV and BRV 
displayed quick electrophysiological action after 15- or 
5-min intravenous administration. It was so quick, in fact, 
that reliably capturing the actual onset of effect on EEG 
was not possible. All PPR suppression occurred before or at 
30 min in 30 of 32 instances (patient BBB at 60 min for LEV 
in part 2, and patient NNN had no response) or at ≥ 120 min 
for BRV in part 1 (Table 1).

We undertook an exploratory analysis to examine the 
number and percentage of patients exhibiting a faster time 
to peak EEG effect/PPR elimination between the two ASMs. 
When separating the number of patients who displayed PPR 
elimination at clinically popular milestones of ≤ 2, or within 
5, or at ≥ 10 min, we found that BRV eliminated the PPR 
more quickly than LEV on more occasions (Table 3). For 
all results, a response was seen with BRV within 2 min in 11 
of 16 episodes (69%) compared with 4 of 16 patients (25%) 
for LEV; the BRV then LEV patient episode numbers were 
similar at the 5-min milestone. We noted that LEV produced 
a response at the later time of ≥ 10 min in 8 of 16 episodes 
(50%), whereas only 2 of 16 (12%) BRV-treated patient epi-
sodes had PPR elimination at this later time.

3.5  Plasma [LEV] and [BRV] Concentration Data 
at the Time of PPR Elimination

The median plasma [LEV] concentration at the time point for 
PPR elimination for parts 1 and 2 combined was 28.35 μg/
mL (range 1–86.7). The median plasma [BRV] concentra-
tion at PPR elimination for combined data was 250 ng/mL 
(range 30–4100).

3.6  Patient Safety

Overall, AEs included mild transient lightheadedness that 
occurred in four BRV-treated patients and two LEV-treated 
patients; drowsiness occurred in four LEV patients. No 
severe or serious FDA-reportable AEs occurred. No real 
difference was discerned between part 2 (5-min intravenous 
infusion) and part 1 (15-min intravenous infusion) in the 
number, type, or severity of AEs (the rate of AEs was so 
low). A 5-min intravenous infusion did not appear to pro-
duce an increase in AE burden in our nine patients.

4  Discussion

Both LEV and BRV have previously been shown to elimi-
nate the PPR in patients with epilepsy in their respective 
early drug-development proof-of-concept phase IIa stud-
ies [9, 10]. Despite FDA approval, LEV and BRV have not 
yet undergone formal head-to-head studies in patients with 
epilepsy.

Fig. 1  The separate dot plots for part 1 and part 2 are shown for the 
intrapatient BRV:LEV ratio values for time to PPR elimination on 
EEG in patients with photosensitive epilepsy. Individual BRV:LEV 
intrapatient time ratios are denoted by the black dots, and the median 
for the group of patients per part by the red diamond. A BRV:LEV 
time ratio of unity (value = 1.0, dotted horizontal line) means no dif-
ference in time to PPR elimination between the two ASMs; a ratio 
value < 1.0 indicates a faster time to PPR elimination for BRV over 
LEV, a value > 1.0 denotes that LEV was faster than BRV. For part 
1 (n = 8), the median BRV:LEV time ratio value was 0.44, p = 0.22. 
Patient NNN was the outlier in part 1 with a BRV:LEV time 
ratio > 20; excluding patient NNN (n = 7) yielded a median BRV:LEV 
time ratio value of 0.25, p = 0.0016. For part 2 (n = 8), the time ratio 
value was 0.34, p = 0.11, and greater pharmacodynamic variability 
was observed. When parts 1 and 2 were combined (data not shown, 
n = 16), the median BRV:LEV time ratio value was 0.39, p = 0.039, 
indicating a statistically significantly faster time to peak effect for 
BRV over LEV. ASM antiseizure medicine, BRV brivaracetam, EEG 
electroencephalogram, LEV levetiracetam, PPR photoparoxysmal 
response
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Our primary objective was to investigate whether BRV 
displayed a faster time to PPR elimination on EEG (i.e., peak 
EEG effect) than LEV using a randomized, double-blinded, 
crossover design. When combining all data, BRV eliminated 
PPR in a median of 2 min; LEV took 7.5 min (Table 1). In 
this crossover study, the optimal statistical analysis for time 
to peak effect required use of the mixed-model analysis for 
the intrapatient BRV:LEV time ratio for part 1, then part 
2, and for combined parts 1 and 2. As seen in Table 2, it 
was only when patient NNN, an extreme outlier with no 
response to BRV in part 1, was excluded that we found sta-
tistical significance in favor of BRV (median intrapatient 
BRV:LEV ratio 0.25 [95% CI 0.14–0.44], p = 0.0016). Part 
2 alone showed greater variability in response for both LEV 
and BRV (Table 2, Fig. 1). Again, a test for the interac-
tion of treatment with part was not significant (p = 0.79); 
accordingly, parts 1 and 2 were combined (16 calculated 
time ratios in nine patients, including outlier patient NNN). 
BRV was statistically faster to eliminate PPR, as evidenced 
by an intrapatient BRV:LEV time ratio of 0.39 (95% CI 
0.16–0.91), p = 0.039 (Table 2). In the absence of clinical 
data to evaluate the efficacy and/or safety of 5- and 15-min 
ASM infusions, our impression is that most clinicians would 
not differentiate a 10-min difference in ASM infusion times, 
focusing on the idea that “faster is better” in their routine 
clinical practice for optimal management of the acutely seiz-
ing patient, further justifying the use of combined data for 
the 15- and 5-min infusion rates.

Clinician confidence in the efficacy of LEV is evident by 
its use beyond that of outpatient management of seizures. 
An evidence-based review of efficacy data supported the 
preferential use of LEV in patients with either focal or GTC 
seizures [29] or for SE [30] or even for refractory convulsive 
SE [31]. In a large Cochrane database review [32], LEV 
was equally as effective as lorazepam in aborting seizures 
from SE. Likewise, other clinical experience and evidence 
with intravenous LEV 1000 mg in patients with SE resistant 

to benzodiazepines shows an efficacy rate of 70% [33, 34]. 
Moreover, two recently reported large, open-label, multi-
center, randomized trials suggested that intravenous LEV 
is an appropriate alternative to phenytoin for convulsive 
pediatric SE [23, 24], and a third fully blinded randomized 
trial of intravenous LEV compared with fosphenytoin and 
valproate in benzodiazepine-refractory SE found similar 
efficacy rates (~ 50%) and AEs amongst these three ASMs 
[25]. Considering the popularity of LEV, some clinicians 
have begun conducting open-label studies of BRV (not com-
pared with LEV) for SE [35–39]. This overall efficacy rate 
of 50% [25] to 70% [30] for the treatment of SE by ASMs is 
still not considered optimal, prompting calls for better ASM 
treatments for SE. One of the key issues in the treatment of 
SE is time to effect to reduce the negative impact on brain 
function of prolonged ictal discharges. Oral adjunctive BRV 
has shown good efficacy in clinical trials for focal epilepsies 
[40, 41] and therefore has received FDA approval. Thus, it is 
to be expected that BRV might especially diminish the time 
to effect in patients with acute seizures or SE.

Our deliberate choice of total milligram intravenous sin-
gle doses for LEV 1500 mg versus BRV 100 mg deserves 
special mention. Several authors have claimed that BRV 
has between a 10- and 15-times greater potency than LEV 
[3, 4]; notably, we chose to use the data claiming 15 times 
greater potency for BRV, since it fits our conservative 
approach. If we had assumed a lesser (10 ×) potency for 
BRV, it would have required that we use more intravenous 
BRV (i.e., 150 mg) versus intravenous LEV 1500 mg in 
our study. Furthermore, when considering PET data from 
human brain [7], our choice of BRV 100 mg was certainly 
conservative and less biased in favor of BRV, since the PET 
tracer displacement half-times for BRV are dose dependent: 
SV2A PET tracer displacement half-times were longer and 
SV2A receptor occupancy lower for lower milligram doses 
of BRV. The drug entry half-time into brain and percent of 
SV2A receptor occupancy from an intravenous BRV dose 

Table 3  Number and percentage of patient episodes with PPR elimination on EEG for BRV and LEV at ≤ 2, 5, and ≥ 10 min time points in 
patients with photosensitive epilepsy

ASM antiseizure medicine, BRV brivaracetam, CI confidence interval, EEG electroencephalogram, IV intravenous, LEV levetiracetam, PPR pho-
toparoxysmal response

ASM (n observations, parts 1 and 2) Number of occasions (% of patients) with PPR elimination at 
designated time points:

 ≤ 2 min 5 min  ≥ 10 min

BRV (n = 16) 11 (69%) 3 (19%) 2 (12%)
LEV (n = 16) 4 (25%) 4 (25%) 8 (50%)
ASM (n observations, part 1 only) BRV (n = 8) 6 (75%) 1 (12.5%) 1 (12.5%)

LEV (n = 8) 1 (12.5%) 3 (37.5%) 4 (50%)
ASM (n observations, part 2 only) BRV (n = 8) 5 (62.5%) 2 (25%) 1 (12.5%)

LEV (n = 8) 3 (37.5%) 1 (12.5%) 4 (50%)
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of 100 mg averages 10 min and 68%, whereas it is 1.9 min 
and 84.5% for an intravenous BRV dose of 200 mg, respec-
tively [7]. Hence, we intentionally chose to use a BRV dose 
based on the 15-times greater potency over LEV, reducing 
the total milligram BRV dose equivalent administered, since 
it was a more conservative estimate for BRV and perhaps 
less “biased” in favor of BRV.

Likewise, our deliberate choice of comparative intrave-
nous infusion rates also deserves special mention. LEV has 
only been FDA approved for an intravenous infusion rate no 
faster than 15 min [42], yet, many clinicians have chosen to 
give intravenous LEV more quickly as a 5-min intravenous 
infusion, with reported safety and tolerability [18], even in 
the critically ill patient [19–24]. For purposes of this proto-
col, we filed an IND application form 1571 with the FDA, 
informing them of our intent to administer intravenous LEV 
“off label” over a 5-min infusion period. However, injectable 
BRV is FDA approved for an intravenous infusion rate of 
2–15 min [43]. As such, we devised our protocol to compare 
a single intravenous equipotent milligram dose of LEV and 
BRV head to head in crossover fashion on separate occa-
sions, first (part 1) over a 15-min intravenous period and 
then (part 2) over a 5-min intravenous infusion period. Pub-
lished safety data for intravenous LEV infusion over a 2-min 
period was too limited at the time of the start of our protocol, 
so we chose not to directly compare these to ASMs at the 
2-min intravenous infusion rate. The use of BRV at a higher 
dose than used here (> 100 mg) and at a 2-min intravenous 
infusion rate compared with the conventional LEV dose and 
intravenous infusion rate deserves further study.

In summary, our results for combined infusion are in line 
with much faster CNS tissue penetration (ng/g brain) with 
BRV than with LEV [6]. Together with findings from PET 
studies in both rhesus monkeys [6] and human volunteers 
[7], which showed SV2A occupancy was faster and greater 
with BRV than with near equipotent LEV after intravenous 
injection, our results support the use of BRV in the treat-
ment of acute seizure conditions. Our finding of a faster 
time to peak EEG effect with intravenous BRV than with 
LEV, meaning a 61% faster entry time for BRV (p = 0.039, 
Table 2 and Fig. 1), needs to be confirmed and explored 
further clinically, since we do not know the clinical signifi-
cance of the median difference of 5.5 min (Table 1). We 
note the majority of patients had a more rapid EEG response 
with BRV than with LEV (Table 3). Several recent large, 
adequately powered randomized trials evaluated intrave-
nous LEV compared with phenytoin [23, 24] or conducted 
a three-way evaluation of LEV compared with valproate or 
phenytoin in patients with SE [25] and found no evidence for 
superiority or inferiority among the treatments. Consider-
ing the experimental data that clearly distinguish BRV from 
LEV [1–7], and our data herein showing faster EEG phar-
macodynamic effect in patients with photosensitive epilepsy, 

perhaps the next step is for testing of BRV against other 
intravenous ASMs in a formal randomized clinical outcomes 
trial.

4.1  Study Limitations

This study has some limitations that must be considered. 
First, our sample size was small at eight patients per part; 
however, we designed the study as an intrapatient crosso-
ver study to increase its power. We had planned for a 70% 
reduction in BRV:LEV time ratio but observed a lesser 61% 
faster BRV response. We also encountered more response 
variability than projected. Accordingly, our statistical sig-
nificance for greater rapidity of effect with BRV versus LEV 
was only seen after combining patient data from both infu-
sion rates. Second, we conducted IPS testing only six times 
in the first 20 min after the start of the intravenous infusion. 
We note that the peak PPR effect after oral dosing for LEV 
[9] and BRV [10] essentially occurred concurrently with 
peak plasma [ASM] concentration at 60 min, and we had 
surmised that our IPS testing frequency would have been 
sufficient to capture essential data. In retrospect, we could 
have IPS tested more frequently, perhaps every 1–1.5 min in 
that time period to capture differences in time to peak EEG 
effect for the two ASMs even more precisely. Third, we did 
not measure BRV or LEV concentrations in cerebrospinal 
fluid over time, which might have helped us understand the 
differences in time to LEV versus BRV pharmacodynamic 
effect. Fourth, no head-to-head comparative clinical study 
for LEV versus BRV exists to provide guidance for equi-
potent dosing. Such a study, if it had existed, could have 
provided information regarding an optimal dose to use 
for comparison of intravenous LEV versus BRV. Instead, 
we used an intravenous LEV dose of 1500 mg based on 
a previous LEV photosensitivity study [9] where 1000 mg 
was sufficient, but not optimal, to eliminate the PPR, and 
then we relied on suitable in vitro and animal experimenta-
tion data [3, 4, 7] for our choice of a reasonable equipotent 
intravenous BRV dose of 100 mg. Fifth, it is possible that 
a very large intravenous LEV dose, e.g., 4500 mg, such as 
administered in the ESETT study [25], could very rapidly 
flood brain SV2A receptors, thus lessening the time to PPR 
elimination compared with lower doses. A higher intrave-
nous LEV dose deserves to be compared with an equipotent 
intravenous BRV dose in a photosensitivity study of similar 
design to ours. Finally, we limited our study to two intrave-
nous infusion rates for a fair comparison. Dosing intravenous 
BRV at the approved 2-min infusion time was beyond the 
scope of this protocol, and this deserves further study in 
comparison with conventional intravenous LEV dosing.
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5  Conclusions

BRV eliminated the pharmacodynamic EEG biomarker of 
photosensitivity in patients with epilepsy, the PPR, more 
quickly than did LEV; the median time to PPR elimination 
with BRV was 5.5 min faster than with LEV post-intrave-
nous infusion at presumed equipotent milligram doses. No 
statistically significant difference for BRV:LEV time ratio 
to PPR elimination was seen for 15- and 5-min infusion 
rates when analyzed separately, but statistical significance 
was observed for combined data. Clinical outcome studies 
directly comparing intravenous LEV with BRV are needed 
to confirm our findings and to further clinically differentiate 
LEV and BRV.
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